Cultural Policy Workshop and Work-Shadowing
Paris/Bonn/Munich, December 3-14 2011

PROGRAMME

3 December: Arrival in Paris
20:00 Dinner at "Chez Pietro" (81 rue Lecourbe, 75015 Paris)

4 December:
9:45 Pick-up at the hotel reception
10:00-17:00 Cultural policy workshop
*UNESCO Bonvin building, Room B11.38*
Four thematic modules:
- Presentation of hosting organisations IMC, EMC and EMCY
- Cultural and youth policy of the European Union and of UNESCO / The Manifesto for Youth and Music in Europe
- 2005 UNESCO Convention for the Promotion and Protection of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions
- IMC as a partner NGO of UNESCO
18:30 Joint dinner at "Caffé Cambronne » (5 place Cambronne, 75015 Paris)

5 December
8:30 Pick-up at the hotel reception
9:00-11:00 Participation in meeting organised by civil society organisations with representatives of State Parties to the UNESCO Convention
*UNESCO Fontenoy Building, Room II*
11:00-17:30 International NGO Day at UNESCO
*UNESCO Fontenoy Building, Room XI*
(Lunch at UNESCO Cafeteria)
19:00 Joint dinner (place to be confirmed)
21:00 Concert at Café Universel (optional): *Think Hop Trio +*
   (more info on [http://www.myspace.com/thinkhoptrio](http://www.myspace.com/thinkhoptrio))

6 December
All day Participation in meeting of UNESCO Intergovernmental Committee on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions
*UNESCO Fontenoy Building, Room II*
(Lunch at UNESCO Cafeteria)
19:15 Joint dinner at "Chez Elias“ (22 rue Frémicourt, 75015 Paris)
7 December
9:30 – 13:00 Participation in meeting of UNESCO Intergovernmental Committee on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions
UNESCO Fontenoy Building, Room II
(Lunch at UNESCO Cafeteria)
14:00 – 17:00 Follow-up workshop: exchanges and conclusions

Evening:
Departure of Chris, Keijo, Kristel
Joint dinner for those staying (place to be confirmed)

8 Dec (morning)
Ameer travels to Bonn
Nazli travels to Munich

8-9 December:
Work-shadowing Part One
Nina and Friederike at IMC Secretariat
Nazli at EMCY Secretariat
Ameer at EMC Secretariat

10 December:
Cultural programme in host cities: Friederike in Paris,
Nazli in Munich and Ameer in Bonn
Departure Nina

11 December:
Nazli and Ameer travel to Paris
Friederike travels to Bonn

12-13 December:
Work-shadowing Part Two
Nazli and Ameer at IMC Secretariat
Friederike at EMC Secretariat

13 Dec (evening):
Departure Friederike from Bonn
Departure Ameer from Paris

14 December:
Departure Nazli from Paris